Throughout this paper, F and G will be polynomials in C[x, y] where C denotes the field of complex numbers. We say that F and G satisfy the Jacobian hypothesis if their Jacobian determinant is one, i.e., FxGy -FyGx = 1. In this case, we also say that G is a Jacobian mate of F . Furthermore, if the .x-degree (resp. y-degree, total degree) of G is less than that of F, then G is said to be a younger mate of F relative to the x-degree (resp. y-degree, total degree). For instance, x + y has younger mates y and -x relative to the x-degree and the y-degree, respectively, but has no younger mate relative to the total degree. This paper was motivated by the Jacobian conjecture which asserts that if F has a Jacobian mate G, then (F, G) is an automorphism pair. In Section 1, it is shown that a younger mate is unique (up to an additive constant) and universal, i.e., if a Jacobian mate G of F exists, then any other mate of F can be expressed as G plus a polynomial in F. In Section 2, the problem of existence of a younger mate of F is reduced to the case where F is monic in both variables. In Section 3, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a younger mate and a formula for a younger mate provided one exists are given. Finally, in Section 4, a conjecture concerning the existence of younger mates is formulated and shown to be equivalent to the Jacobian conjecture. 
Properties of Jacobian mates

Reduction
In this section we shall reduce the problem of determining the existence of a younger mate of F to the case where F is monic in both x and y . Recall that the Newton polygon for F(x, y) is the convex hull of the origin together with the support of F . The second proof was given by Applegate and Onishi [1, 14. Lemma, p. 217] . Because these proofs were incomplete, Nowicki and Nakai [8, Lemma B, p. 305] offered the third proof. However, as pointed out by L. Andrew Campbell in his review [Mathematical Reviews 89h: 13007] of the article, this new proof still contained a gap. Moreover, M. Nagata also indicated an error of the new proof to the authors, so Nowicki and Nakai corrected this in [9] .
However, we shall need the following stronger version which can be derived from Lemma 4 and its various proofs. 
We have indicated in the beginning that a younger mate of F relative to the x-degree (resp. y-degree) may not be a younger mate relative to the total degree. However, the next proposition shows that all three concepts coincide for a "nondegenerate" F . (1) deg;cG<deg;cF.
Proof. We first claim that degx G ^ 1. Otherwise Gx = 0, and the Jacobian hypothesis implies that Fx £ C \ {0} . Hence F = ax + p(y) for some nonzero constant a and some polynomial p(y) £ C[y]. This contradicts the assumption that degx F ^ 2. Likewise deg, G ^ 1 . Now the result follows from Lemma 5. D F(x, y) is said to be monk in x if either it is a polynomial in y alone or it is of the form is monic in x and y and degF = deg^ F = deg^F [5, (2.7), p. 5]. Note that the above substitution does not change the total degree nor the existence of a Jacobian mate of any polynomial. In the following we shall reserve F for the result of this transformation on the fixed polynomial F .
Proposition 7. Suppose degF ^2. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
( 1 ) F has a younger mate relative to the total degree. (2) F has a younger mate relative to the x-degree.
Proof. ( 1 ) => (2) . Note that this implication does not need the hypothesis that degF ^ 2. Suppose G is a younger mate of F relative to the total degree. Let G(x, y) = G(ax + ßy, yx + ôy). Then, by the chain rule for Jacobians, aS[eyG is a Jacobian mate for F. Moreover, degt G ^ deg G = deg G < deg F = degx F . We claim that Gx -B = 0. Otherwise (4.2) implies that degx(Gx -B) = degx Fx + degx(GxA -GyB) > deèx Fx.
On the other hand, degY G < degx F . This, together with deg^. B < n -2 < n-l = degx Fx , shows that dtgx(Gx-B) < deg^ Fx , a contradiction. Therefore
Gx -B = 0. By the first equation of (4.2), we have GXA -GyB = 0 since Fx ,¿ 0. Hence G, -A = 0 follows from the second equation of (4.2). Thus
Gyx -Ax = 0 and Gxy By = 0. Remark. If the conclusion degGi < degF in the younger mate conjecture is replaced by deg Gi < deg G, then it becomes false (although it is easy to see that the result is stronger than before). For example, if F = y + (x + y2)2 and G = x+y2 , then such Gi does not exist: As deg Gi < deg G = 2, we may write Gi = ax+ßy+s where a, ß , s £C; then [F, Gij = -a4-2(x4-y2)(^-2ay) /
